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Abstract 

In this paper we present a local strategy for sizing CMOS 
circuits. We show how the explicit definition of delays can 
be used to define delay /area optimal sizing rules. Examples 
are given for sizing irregular inverter arrays, NAND gates 
and adder cells, starting from an initial electrical nctlist and 
ending with the fully automatically generated layout. Direct 
comparisons of speed / area performances arc given for a 
linear matrix style layout implementation. 

Introduction 

High performance circuit design necessitates the 
mapping of functional specifications into a technology, 
following predefined perfmance objectives such as high 
speed, low power and minimum area. Transistor sizing is 
one basic technique used to produce designs which meet the 
performancegoals.Thisisusuallycarriedout usingacircuit 
simulator and critical path analysis tools to adjust iterative 
transistor sizes to the specifications ; in this case, optimal 
solutions are not guaranteed [ll. 

Global mathepatical optimization techniques [2.3] can 
be used to solve this sizing problem, but the extent of the 
optimization space and the accuracy of the models involved 
in evaluating delays quickly limit their effectiveness. 
However, combined with accurate initial solutions. they can 
be used efficiently at the final stage of any optimal sizing 
problem 141. 

In fact, the lack of an accurate initial estimation of 
transistor sizes imposes an impractical global strategy 
givingriseto seriousconvergenceproblems in thetreatment 
of the divergence branches of amp with irregular loading. 
It has been generally recognized that for an implementation 
which is nearly optimal with respect to delays, the silicon 

area required for speed improvement quickly becomes 
intolerable. It is thcn of prime importance to define a sizing 
methodology allowing an efficient trade between &lay and 
area Moreover, the electrical power available in a switching 
device being proportional to the width of the corresponding 
transistor, any minimum area solution guarantees minimum 
power dissipation for fixed delay consmints. As a result, 
delays and transistor widths are the parameters to be 
dctcrmincd in any optimal sizing problem. 

Werecently showed [5 ]  that theaccurate modelizationof 
delays in CMOS structures can be obtained through closed 
form equations, allowing the explicit formulation of delays 
with clear evidence of technological, structural and 
environmental parameters. As an attempt to find an accurate 
initialestimation fortheoptimal sizingofaCMOSdatapath, 
we propose in this paper a local strategy allowing the 
backward processing of data paths using sizing criteria 
defined from the explicit formulation of dolays. 

Delay Modeling 

It has been shown [6.7,8] that real delai evaluation of 
general ANDORIcan beobtainedfrom alinearcombination 
of the driving (i-I) and the controlled (i) structure's step 
responses. For example, 

where A.B. are linearization coefficients. a is an input slope 
effect correcting term, t H b ,  tLHs are the fall, rise step 
responses of general ANDORI. which can be Written in 
reduced units as follows: 
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where: - K’ is a slowly virying technological 
coefficierrt., and ‘Tn, the elementary fall time characteristic 
of the technology as defined in [7], - Y, XN, Xp, Xo represent respectively the 
output load,theNandPtransistorgatecapacitanccs, thcgatc 
(Xn;) and the parasitic capacitances of serial array 
transistors, normalized with respect to a reference 
capacitance which can be the minimum capacitance 
available in the technology or any capacitance used as a 
reference for delay evaluation (note that with this defiition 
XN& and Xo depend only on the width of the 
corresponding transistors), 

- n represents the number of serial transistors in 
the array under consideration. 

In these equations, the first term on the right hand side 
represents the step response associated with the switching 
devicewiththefullload1wnpedtoitsoutputnode;itdirectly 
gives the step response of the inverter for n = 1; the second 
term is a propagation term characteristic of the serial array 
structure, the complete equation allowing the dircct 
evaluation of NAND and NOR gates. 

As shown, it is only when real delay is considcred (equ. 1) 
that the convexity of the sizing problem of inverters is 
guaranteed, allowing direct optimization of the smcture. As 
a result, a minimum optimization cell must always be 
considered in the individual sizing of gates. Such a cell, 
consisting of the gate under consideration and its driving 
inverter, is illustrated in fig.1; the size of the driving inverter 
defines the reference capacitance used in equation (2) as a 
unit of fan out measurement. 

XN 

XP 

Y =CL/Cmh 

- 
3 

fig.l: minimum optimization cell 
1/ is the driving inverter used as a reference 

3/ reprefen& the total active load included in Y. 
21 is the gate mde? study 

Sizing Strategy 
Usingequations(1)and (2). it isthcnpasibktoenluate 

delays on any data path. Dcpcnding on the initial dara fik 
two steps have to be considered: 

- initial solution sizing. This can be doclc 
directly after the technology mapping of a logical SynthtSO 
solution; it allowsafirstcstimationofthcpcrformanctdthc 
data path concerned and can bc of grcat inkrest regarding 
pcrformancc driven synthcsis. 

- post layout sizing applicd to an clcctrical 
description cxtractcd from a layout implcmcn~ation. This 
step allows a real cvalualion of‘ pcrformanccs, taking into 
account layout style and full loading environment. 

Initial solution sizing 
Let usconsider an irregular may of inverters. as shown in 

fig.2. Optimal sizing of thc transistors in this array can be 
directly oblaincd by cancclling thc dcrivativc of the rise and 
fall dclay equalions, cvaluatcd on thc complelc array with 
respcct to the transistor sizcs. 

Fig.2: Ex, of irrcgular array of invcrtcrs (there is no 
correlation with the Yi passive load and X N ( k 1 )  
active ones). 

This directly gives the internal configuration ratioof each 
inverter cell, which depends only on the dissymmetry of the 
N and P transistors. For symmetrical threshold voltages 
(Vt~=Vtp)weget: X p / x ~ =  CLNICLI, asgenerallyrecognized 
for the optimal intcmal sizing ratio. where p~ and pp 
represent thc mobility of N and P transistors respectively. 
Total delays tIlL and tLlI are equal for the value of this 
internal ratio. 

The external configuration ratio which depends on the 
real load of each inverter is then obtained from: 

c(N XN (i) Yi + (1 +%) - XN ~ + 1 )  
ILP X N  ( i - I )  xN (i) 

(1 +-) -= 

(3) 
Thesolutionof this equation dcfincs thcsizingoftransistors, 
allowing absolutc minimum dclay for Ihc stluclure under 
considcration. This equation also rcflects the full extent of 
the complexity of the global sizing problem. 
Equation (3) reprcscnts a systcm of dcpcndcnt equations 
( XN(i) - xN(i+l) . XN(i-1) ) whose complexity is equal to 
the number of elements to be sized; it has to be solved 
through successive iterations from initial solutions 12). In 
this case, major difficulties occur in solving d i m p a  
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branches, due to the capacitive loading effects of path 
interactions. 

As an alternative. we propose a local solution of equation 
(3) allowing thebackward processing of thearray (including 
divergence branches) from the last inverter to the input. In 
order to do this, it must be noted that equation (3) dcfincs Ihc 
optimal sizing comsponding to the minimum propagation 
delay of the suucturc ; thc reduccd values XN(i) - XN(i+ 1) . 
XN(i-1). represent the area to be paid in order to rcach this 
minimum. The optimization of each cell with its real load. 
but with respect to the minimum configuration of fig.1, 
gives: 

(4) 

where: XN(O) represents the reduced width of the driving 
inverter of fig.1 and 

Yi is hekd load evaluated on the array, including 
passive and active capcitances. 
Note that equation (4) gives the sizing conditions of each of 
the array’s inverters corresponding to the optimal delay 
definedthrough theminimumcelloffig.1.Thisconstitutesa 
local solution, because each XN(i) is not determined with 
respect to the unknown XN(i-1) driving inverter but with 
rcspcct to areference one. XN(O). identical for all cells. So. if 
XN(O) is minimum, this local solution corresponds to a 
sizing for optimal delay and minimum area ( or dynamic 
power), and allows an accurate initial estimation of the size 
of the array processed from the end point to the input. Sizing 
all branches in the same way solves the divergence problem 
encountered in the system of equation (3). 

The resulting minimum delays QL and tm associated 
with each cell are easily obtained from equation (2) ai 
follows: 

x, (3 = - . J iTG 4- 

- -  In [HI. -- fn tur = ( l + A ) .  J1+: . J& (5 )  

The above equation cleply shows the influence of the size of 
the driving inverter in defming the real effective load. 

As an example of he application of these resulls. the first 
tablc 1 compms thc sizing solutions of an invcrtcr amy. 
obtained by MARPLE [31 using mathematical optimization 
methods. to the values we obtained directly by itcrations 
from local solutions. As shown, equation (4) allows a fast 
sizing solution of inverter arrays with a power area 
implementation smaller than [3], at the expense of a weak 
delay penalty. Ihe second table. 1 illustrates the application 
of this sizing methodology to NAND gates: herc loo, a local 
sizing solution allows a minimum area/power 
implementation without any significant increase of dclays. 
Thisillustratesthewelllmownresult: nearglobal minimum, 
dclay impmvement is highly expensive in area. All these 

results are compared with the valucs of absolute minimum 
obtained from the Rosenbrock’s minimization algorithm 
1141. 

CL= lpF1 

mv2 

TI~L form. 0.81 ns O.%nr 
Tu( form. 0.96 nr 

6 I 7 I 115 

0.86nr 0.821~ 
~ 0.86nr CL82nr 

0.8511s 0 . 8 ~  
0.8511s 0.8nr 

T I I L E ~  0.55 nr 0.6 ns 0.6 nr 
Tu! ELDO 0.8 ns 0.45 ns 0.45 nr 

1 I 

Tables.1: Suing solutions for M array of invegr;rs and a 4 input 
NAND gate; comparisons are givcn bc~wccn the values obtained 
horn thc MARPLE’s mathematical optimization method. the 
explicit solution and the absolute minimum. For the m v a t a  array 
we compare, I d  and global sizing mcthods. for illustration 
purposes. The technological minimum length is 2w. 
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The genaalhtion of these results to ANDORI allows 
the defiition of general local sizing rules by : 

wN (p,,,) 
WP (CLn) 
area with 

2000 

(4 
T ~ H L D O  
TuEU)O 

x,=.+. J Y.TH ( . (1 + 0.4 (n, - 1)) 

1 +F I +0.6 Ynl-1) 
(6) 

10.5 20.5 11 20.5 3 
9 17 9 17 3 

5050 6400 SOS0 6400 4300 

ti tp ti tp ti tp 
0.6 1.3 1.1 0.6 1.3 1.1 1.2 2.7 
0.5 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 1.4 

1 Y.TH . (1 + 0.7 (nl- 1)) 

1 + 0.9 Jnl-) 

where nl. n2 respectively represent the number of serial 
mnsiston in a P and N anay. 

For any suucturc. thcsc equations allow a fast initial 
estimation of transistor size corresponding to a minimum 
a d p o w e r  implemcnution for a ncarly optimal dclay. 

Post layout sizing 
This is achieved on an electrical file extracted from the 

layout implementation of the structureunder study. This file 
includcs not only thc tcchnological mapping and thc 
interconnecting of the initial sizing file. but also the layout 
and interconnection parasitics, charactcristic of the dcsign 
style. 

In order to do this, the inclusion of parasitic capacitances 
can easily be done on equations (6) by adding : 

- the parasitic of the parallel nelwork to the load Y, 
- the reduced value of the serial array's parasitic capaci 

as shown in figure 3 which illustrates the different terms 
involved in the post layout sizing. 

Table 2 illustrates. for various loading conditions. thc 
difference obrained in area and speed for a 6 input NAND 
gate using minimum size transiton. initial sizing defincd 
directly from the electrical netlist using equations (6) and 
post layout sizing defmed from the netlist extracted from the 
corresponding layout. Figure3 illustrates the different terms 
involved in that calculation. Two delays values are given in 
the initial sizing solution : 

- the delay ti without parasitic capacitance calculated 
from the sizing solution obtained 

- Ihe delay t,, which takes the extracted parasitic capaci 

For each solution we give the total area of the cell, the delays 
and the amount of parasitic capacitances. As expected, the 
table illustrates that minimum size implementation gives the 
minimumareacell at theexpenseof delays. The initial sizing 
solution improves ( tr ). The increase in delays due to the 
inclusion of parasitic Capacitances ( t, ) highlights thc 

charac&lktic to XN. x p ,  

before layout. 

tancesintoaccount. 

necessity to perform post layout evaluation. 
However it appears pssiblc, using post hyaa sizing 

(rcal configuration cvaluation), to minimkc dclays with a 
rcasonable increase in arca. Note the advanmgc in 
considcring thc ti dchy valuc as an idcal limiting valuc ( no 
parasitic cffcct ) for pcrforiniincc oricntcd implcmcntatkm. 

1 

- Fig3 : cxtractcd 6 input NAND gptC rcprcscntation. 

load 1 C, = 5ofF I 

sizing sizing 

table.2: Comparison of thc diKcrcnt sizing solutions for 
arca and dclay of a 6 input NAND gate. 

4: delay without parasitic capacitance 
tp : delay with the extracted parasitic capacitances 

Application 

For illustration purposes we applied this local sizing 
stratcgy to a static addcr ccll. as givcn by the electrical 
scheme and layout of fig. 4. 
Asexpected, the correct sizing of transistors can improve the 
speed of the structure at h e  expense of a significant increase 
in powcr consumption (CW), cvcn if thc total  arc^ increasc 
is much smaller. The important result is that if the initial 
inclusion of parasitic results in an important modification of 
the slru~ture's pcrformanccs, corrcct sizing cnsuccs almost 
conservative speed characteristics. Table 3 compares forthe 
adder cell of fig. 4 the difference in performance between 
minimum size implementation. initial sizing and post layout 
sizing. 
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bl * 

Fig.4 : a/ ?ne bit adder slice representation - 
bl layout 

CL = 1pF 

"ti" arc. min 

28 * 1.4 ' i b  2.7 2.7 $4 '4 Tiu.ELDO 1.6 
T L ~ L D O  1.6 3 28 1.4 2.7 2.7 6.8 I 1  

Table3 : Comparison of the different sizing solutions for 
area and delay m sizing an one bit adder slice. 

4 : delay without parasitic capacitance 
1, : delay with the extracted parasitic capacitances 

As explained in [ 131 the automatic generation of a layout 
in linearmatrixstyleretsults in acompactcell with minimum 
parasitic capacitances. As a result, final sizing allows a 
reduction of delay by an important factor ( 5 times for this 
example), resulting only in 50% of increase of the cell size. 

Conclusion 
We have presented a new strategy allowing a nearly 

optimal time acea solution through the local definition of 
explicitsizingrules. We havedefinedpostlayoutsizing rules 
which allow a real characterization of structure 
performances as well as a direct evaluation of a layout style 
induced parasitic load. The generalization of these results 
can be applied to on-line definition of bufferization 
condition as well as logic resynthesis for delay, technology 
mapping under constraints and performance driven layout. 

As part of a cell compiler. PRINT [lo], under 
development is an automatic procedure (P.SIZE) allowing 
the direct sizing of Lransistors from a layout extracted 
clectrical dcscription file. 
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